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YOUR MONTHLY PPGC NEWSLETTER
This Month's Competitions
WEDNESDAYS

Perdi Monthly
Results

ISSUE 16
Winners

&

3rd Stableford
10th Geoff Edge Cup 7
17th Medal
24th Geoff Edge Cup 8

SATURDAYS
6th Medal
13th Greensomes
20th Stableford
27th 4 Ball Better Ball
To enter a competition after the closing
date or to cancel your entry please
TEXT (preferred) or phone the club
mobile on :

Wed 2nd – Geoff Edge Cup Rnd 2
Phil Kupfer (6) 37pts
Sat 5th – Winter League Rnd 4
Phil Kupfer (6) 35pts
Wed 9th – Turkey Trot
Peter Brown (18) 39pts

07925 276 097

(top l to r) Adrian Crowley & John Fogwill
(bottom l to r) Steve Williams & John Rudge –
Winners – Texas Scramble

Know Your Course?

Wed 16th – Medal
Roger Richardson (26) nett 69

Which hole is this?

Peter Brown – Winner – Turkey Trot

Sat 12th – Texas Scramble
Adrian Crowley, John Fogwill, Steve
Williams & John Rudge (5.1) nett
57.9
Answer on Page 4

Roger Richardson – Winner - Medal

Sat 19th – Medal
Mark Purser (9) nett 65

January's Committee
Meeting In Brief
Please Note : It is important to state that the
following issues were discussed but are still
tentative and for information only until the
Minutes Of The Meeting have been formally
accepted and signed off in February.
-----

Mark Purser – Winner - Medal

Wed 23rd – Bonus Stableford
John Hine (24) 50 pts

John Hine – Winner – Bonus stableford

Wed 30th – Texas Scramble
John Hine, Barry Hawes, Barry
Monk & Simeon Chapman nett 61.8

A new temporary local rule regarding
embedded balls was discussed and
agreed.
----It was agreed that a date for an 'Open
Evening' to discuss the proposed
merger/co-operation
with
Ravenmeadow
could
not
be
scheduled until after WCC held their
internal meeting, thought to be end of
Jan/early Feb.
----It was agreed that Barrie Hope and
Chris Williams would represent the
Committee/Club as a Working Group
for continued discussions with WCC
and Ravenmeadow GC.
It was thought that the tenure of the
Working Group would probably be
about six months after which time a
more permanent solution would be
possible to move the Club forward.
----The Committee will continue to be
proactive regarding the future of
PPGC.
The Working Group will
continue to push concerned parties
for information and action in order to
expedite early conclusion to the
situation.
----It was agreed that the Club shirts for
2016 would be a single design/colour
for all Teams/representatives.
Players selected to play for the Club
would be eligible for a £10 subsidy for
their shirts.
Barrie Hope was tasked with
approaching James Leaver at
Ravenmeadow to obtain a quotation
for good quality shirts with Club logo
and a budget price was set.
----Following the success of the 2015
Open Event it was felt that a similar
event should be held this year.

(top, l to r) John Hine, Barry Hawes,
(bottom l to r) Barry Monk & Simeon Chapman
– Winners – Texas Scramble

However, due to the uncertainty of
our position with the proposed merger

and our arrangements/agreements
with Ravenmeadow it was agreed
that James Leaver should be
approached to determine the best
plan to suit both Clubs.
----The format for the club Championship
and The Roy Turner Shield was
discussed in some detail.
The Club Championship will be
played over two rounds and the Roy
Turner Shield over one round
although the first round of the Club
Championship will act as the round
for the Roy Turner.
Voucher values for both competitions
are still to be finalised.
----The AGM will be held on 27 th
February
2016;
relevant
communications will be sent via
email, Club V1 emails, notice boards
and
post
depending
on
the
information held by the club. Chris
Williams is going to commence
arrangements and logistics.

Which Putter?
(an extract from www.americangolf.co.uk)

The most frequent golf club to be
pulled from a player’s bag, putters
make up almost 50% of all shots
taken in a single round.
The fewer putts we make, the lower
our scores will tally at the end of the
game, so choosing the right putter for
your game is imperative for a solid
performance and higher chance of
success. Here are a few pointers :

Putter Balances :
Face-Balanced
Face-balanced putters will point
upwards if the shaft is balanced on
one finger, the reason for this being
its centre of gravity is directly below
the axis of the shaft. This allows the
golf club head to remain in the square
position throughout and straighten the
putting stroke during flows of motion.
Face-balanced golf putters allow
golfers higher performances with
even higher MOI (moment of inertia)
in every shot.

Mid-Slant
Mid-slant putters are a favourite for
golfers. They balance at around 45
degrees and tend to have full-shaft
offset, which also helps to encourage
less rotation for slightly arc stroke
types. First introduced by PING, midslant putters were driven forward by
the acclaim they garnered. Still
popular today, mid-slant putters are
always a good option for the golf
course.

Blade Putters predominantly are toe
down designed, and because of their
relatively small heads and higher
centre of gravity, these brilliant clubs
work well for every level of player.

Peripheral Weighted

design.
These
putters
will
immediately allow you to hear any
connection made with the golf ball the
moment impact is made, which
benefits in helping know where the
centre is located. Softer materials
limit sounds and give less feedback.

Groove Face

Toe-Down
Toe-down putters are very popular,
especially with those golfers with an
in-to-out-to-in or very strong arc
stroke type. The golf club is enabled
to power through the swing without
over-indulging and missing the hole.
Interestingly, if you were to lay a toedown putter on horizontal, the toe
would point to the ground; hence the
name!

From oldest to newest, modern
putters are peripheral weighed. They
have added weight in the heel and
toe for increased MOI (moment of
inertia) which measures how much
the golf club head twists. The higher
the MOI, the less twisting occurs on
off-centre hits. This allows for
straighter putts even on the
occasional miss-hit connection.

Mallet-Shaped

Groove Faces are more recent in
their design and offer the feel of metal
and get the golf ball rolling
immediately upon impact. The
significant rise in golfers choosing
these putter faces looks set to
continue due to their apparent
success and lack of any real
drawbacks. Grooves also manage to
halt skidding, sliding and back
spinning of the golf ball, even
reducing the risk of ‘hopping’ before
the golf ball gets off on a roll down
the greens.

Insert Technology

Putter Shapes :
Blade Putters
The oldest golf putter still in
circulation, blade putters are highly
effective on the greens and used
religiously by ‘old-school’ golfers who
yearn for the days when there were
only a few options available. But
that’s not to say a blade putters aren't
any good – they are. In fact, they’re
one of the best putters on the market
and should be considered when
purchasing one for your game.

Mallet-shaped putters make aiming
easier, and they achieve this by
having a larger surface area on the
crown with plenty of room for different
alignment aids and designs. Midshaped putters are normally facebalanced and peripheral weighted, so
offer much of the same performance
as other Putters.

Face Technology :
Metal Face

For important feedback through feel
and sound, you need to look at
getting putters with a metal face

The ever-evolving world of golf would
be nowhere near as interesting
without
the
ever-evolving
golf
equipment that comes with it. And it’s
not just the equipment that is
evolving; technology has taken some
huge bounds in recent times and
Insert Technology is just one of them.
From rubber to elastomers, right
through to ceramic and composites
and other metals, it’s this variety of
material that really helps Insert
Technology to chisel out the perfect
performance and leave golfers
shaking their heads in ecstatic
disbelief. Using lighter materials
allows for more MOI to be produced,
and this in turn helps to reduce
hopping,
skidding
and
other
frustrating problems that occur upon
impact.

Shaft Lengths :
Standard Length Putter (33-35
inches)
The standard length putters are the
most common and used by lots of
golfers. Working as an extension of
the arm, the putter produces
pendulum-like arcs that make it easy
to hold a constant swing. Height and
posture will ultimately determine the
length of the putter you choose, and
these are two aspects that should be
considered before a final decision is
made. Selecting the right length will
encourage you to get your eyes
directly over the golf ball while also
remaining in a stance that’s
comfortable and practical.

Belly Putter (42-45 inches)
Belly putters have enjoyed a
significant rise in popularity over
recent years, due largely to stability
brought on by anchoring the butt of
the golf club to your belly.
Interestingly, with the news of new
rules being introduced regarding the
third point of contact, how golfers
adjust their styles with this particular
putter will be keenly watched.

Long Length Putter (48-52
inches)
The lesser used and ultimately less
common of putter lengths, longer
versions can be neatly rested above
the belly button, chin or chest, and
can require a complete overhaul in
grip. A good tactic used by golfers is
to grip the golf club with the left hand
and, holding the putter into the body
with the right hand working as a claw
in the middle section of the putter, to
pull and push through the line like a
pendulum. This moves the entire
stroke of the Long Putter’s power into
the right hand, though it’s a tough skill
to master and is hard to perform
when conditions are especially windy.

PPGC
Member
Details Required

Contact

Once again we are fast approaching
the AGM and we are again facing the
same old problem of trying to
communicate the relevant information
to all Members in time for the meeting

but, for many reasons, we do not
have current contact details for
everyone involved.
There are several ways for you to
update us with your details :
Website : There is a form on
'Members Contacts' where you can
enter name, phone number and
email.
Or, you could use the
'Feedback' form where you only
actually need to fill in your name and
email address then use the
comments section at the bottom to
enter all your other details.
Email : Easier still, just email me at
administrator@perdiswellparkgolfclub
.co.uk with Name, Address, Phone
Number and Email. I will then make
sure your details are correctly
updated on our main Club V1
System.
Committee Member :
Contact a
member of the Committee direct with
your details.
With all the changes that are currently
going on around the Club it is even
more important now that you update
your personal information so that we
can move forward with a more
professional attitude.

Know Your Club Members?
So, who's this then?

Course Care
We at PPGC are very lucky to be
able to play our beloved game week
on week regardless of prevailing
weather conditions; unlike many golf
courses, Perdi very rarely closes!!
However, during the winter months
the course is subjected to a great
deal of unneccesary player abuse
which can be frustrating for various
reasons.
We should always care for our golf
course but when the ground is as soft
as it is currently extra care should be
exercised as we navigate our way
around the course.
So please :
Repair pitch marks on the greens.
Try to tread carefully on the greens to
avoid scuffing the surface with spikes.
Do not tread too closely to the holes.
Avoid taking trollies between the
greens and bunkers.
Think about the course as you play;
try to minimise wear and tear by
taking just a few extra steps here and
there and by taking a few seconds to
make repairs etc.
Our course only remains open at the
discretion of the Head Greenkeeper
and the PGA Pro. The more we look
after the course the less chance there
will be of course closure or trolley
bans.
A little respect goes a long way!!

Know Your Course? The 15th

